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NEW YORK: Tawfik Assali, 21, center, of Allentown embraces his sister Sarah
Assali, 19, upon her and other family members’ arrival from Syria at
Terminal at John F. Kennedy International Airport. —AP

WASHINGTON: A coalition led by some of
the world’s biggest tech firms is taking on
President Donald Trump’s travel ban, signal-
ing the contentious relationship between
the sector and the White House could be
about to get worse. Scores of technology
giants-including Apple, Facebook, Google,
Microsoft and Twitter-filed a joint legal brief
arguing against  the temporar y ban on
refugees and travelers from seven Muslim-
majority countries.

Tesla and SpaceX were among another 30
companies that added their names to the fil-
ing late Monday, pushing the total to more
than 120. Elon Musk, chief of Tesla and
SpaceX, is on a Trump advisory group and it
remained to be seen what siding against the
president’s order in court might mean to his
role on that panel.  Uber founder Travis
Kalanick quit Trump’s business advisory
board last week, saying he did not want to
be seen as endorsing the president’s policies.

The legal challenge suggests the impor-
tant tech sector-which overwhelmingly
opposed Trump in the November election-is
likely to be headed for more battles with the
new administration. “The tech sector will
stand up to the president when they see him
threatening industry interests, and on the
immigration issue all  these companies
depend heavily on foreign scientists and
engineers,” said Darrell West, director of the
Brookings Institution’s Center for Technology
Innovation.

“I think there is likely to be an adversarial
relationship because many tech companies
are staffed by millennials, and dominated by
young and progressive people who are
opposed to what Trump is doing now.” While
the sector enjoyed cooperation and access to
the White House during the presidency of
Barack Obama, West said that “the technolo-
gy sector doesn’t need much from govern-
ment.” “Almost all the tech innovation is fund-
ed by the private sector,” he added. “All they
really want is a light regulatory touch.”

Fear of next move 
The brief filed in a federal appeals court-in

support of a suspension of the travel ban-said
the order has already created disruption in the
sector, which depends heavily on foreign-born
talent. “This instability and uncertainty will
make it far more difficult and expensive for US
companies to hire some of the world’s best tal-
ent-and impede them from competing in the
global marketplace,” said the brief endorsed
mostly by companies in the technology indus-
try with some non-tech firms such as Levi
Strauss and yogurt maker Chobani. It argued
that highly skilled people “will not wish to
immigrate to the country if they may be cut off
without warning from their spouses, grandpar-
ents, relatives, and friends.”

Companies backing the brief include
Airbnb, Dropbox, eBay, Intel, Kickstarter,
LinkedIn, Lyft, Mozilla, Netflix, PayPal, Uber,
Yelp, Pandora and HP Inc.

Executives from several top Silicon Valley
companies previously spoken out against the
ban, which temporarily closed US borders to all
refugees and travelers from seven mainly-
Muslim nations-Iran, Iraq, Libya, Somalia,
Sudan, Syria and Yemen. Technology analyst
Roger Kay of Endpoint Technologies Associates
said the sector is fearful of Trump’s intentions.

The travel ban has raised concerns, but “it’s
what that order heralds in terms of what’s likely
to come next,” Kay said. “The belief is that
Trump hasn’t even started warming up yet. He
hasn’t even gotten close to what he would like
to do to the society. He’s just firing a few warn-
ing shots.” Vivek Wadhwa, a tech entrepreneur
who is a fellow at Carnegie Mellon University’s
College of Engineering at Silicon Valley, echoed
those sentiments, saying Trump “showed that
he could at his whim target any group he want-
ed.” “The fact that green card holders could be
denied admission back into the country, that
was the scariest thing possible,” Wadhwa
added, referring to the contradictory messages
issued in the wake of the decree over the status
of green card holders on foreign travel. —AFP

Tech sector leads strong 

resistance to travel ban

KUWAIT: Tawasul Telecom, the leading
provider of MPLS networking services in
the Middle East and the Gulf region,
announced a new agreement with BT,
one of the world’s leading providers of
communications services and solutions,
to resell BT Security Threat Monitoring in
Kuwait. Tawasul Telecom customers will
be able to anticipate cyber threats, and
protect their assets, customers and
employees. 

Cyber security awareness has grown
due to the recent spread of high-pro-
file cyber-attacks and data breaches.
Companies of all sizes are continually
under threat. Businesses are looking
toward security solutions that will pro-
tect them from financial, legal and rep-
utational damages, as well as meet
regulatory guidelines. Cyber security
helps cover costs like forensic investi-
gations, crisis management, legal fees,
and settlements.

Fajhan Almutairi, Tawasul Telecom
CEO, commented and said:
“Collaborating for the delivery of total
solution IT infrastructure services is a

winning strategy for Tawasul Telecom to
gain market share and take advantage of
opportunities within this emerging mar-
ket. State-of-the-art products and man-
aged services will keep Tawasul Telecom
at the forefront of the telecom sector as
well as increase our growth within
Middle Eastern and African markets.”

Sophisticated threat 
monitoring service

This new partnership between BT and
Tawasul provides their customers with a
highly sophisticated threat monitoring
service that is tailored for each customer.
The service enables early detection of
threats, and allows companies to take
immediate action to counteract the
threat, as well as to put preventative
measures in place to prevent future
attacks from occurring. Damage control
services are also offered in the eventuali-
ty of an attack. 

Customers are offered a range of pre-
defined intelligence reporting options,
along with tailored solutions to meet
their specific needs. Tailored options

include face-to-face workshops to identi-
fy at-risk assets, additional intelligence
requirements, advice on how to efficient-
ly position resources and new technolo-
gies to meet current and developing
threats, and defining processes for how
intelligence is used and how it is shared
internally.

Almutairi also added: “This agree-
ment with BT strengthens Tawasul
Telecom’s corporate strategy for steady
growth by expansion because it is in
line with our vision to further support
the fast-growing sector. Teaming up
with BT demonstrates that we can
expand in vertical markets, add value to
our brand all while serving the GCC
telecom business community with flexi-
ble and high-quality MPLS network
communications services.”

BT Security Threat Monitoring is a ful-
ly managed security event monitoring
service. The service works by re-directing
customer device log files to a central BT
repository. BT then analyses and filters
the millions of messages from net-
worked devices, separates the irrelevant

from the suspicious or critical. Central to
the service are the highly skilled and
accredited analysts who alert the cus-
tomer of any security issues before dam-
age is done. BT security Threat
Monitoring also helps ensure organiza-
tions have the processes in place to
effectively comply with the increasing
number of data privacy and protection
regulations. 

“In today’s business environment,
organizations have to stay connected to
the rest of the world: customers, citizens,
suppliers, partners and remote workers -
exposing themselves to risks that come
with always-on connectivity. As a global
cloud services integrator, BT is in an ideal
position to identify emerging and poten-
tial threats wherever they may come
from. We can draw on a huge amount of
intelligence from a variety of sources,
both human and technical and draw
conclusions on risk and threat to help
organizations survive and thrive in this
hyper-connected world” said Wael El
Kabbany, Vice President, Middle East and
North Africa, BT.

Tawasul Telecom teams up with BT improving cyber security in Kuwait

NEW YORK: The fight against fake
news is not just being waged by
Google, Facebook and big media
companies. They are joined in the
battle by academics and data scien-
tists who started work on the subject
years before bogus news stories were
suspected of helping sway the 2016
presidential election. Their work has
yielded tools that help track how
“alternative facts” spread, and others
that let you identify fake stories or
block them altogether.

Some of these are still baby steps,
but they’re a key, if largely unsung,
part of the effort to tamp down the
spread of fake stories. And the
researchers were there first. For
Giovanni Luca Ciampaglia, a research
scientist at Indiana University, the
phenomenon first caught his eye dur-
ing the Ebola crisis in 2014. “We start-
ed seeing a lot of content that was
spreading, completely fabricated
claims about importations of Ebola,
(such as) entire towns in Texas being
under quarantine,” he says. “What
caught our attention was that these
claims were created using names of
publications that sounded like news-
papers. And they were getting a lot of
traction on social media.” So he
helped create a tool tracking how
unsubstantiated claims spread online.

Deciphering twitter rumors
Tanushree Mitra, a doctoral stu-

dent at the Georgia Institute of
Technology, began a project three
years ago to see how misinformation
and fake news spread through
Twitter. At the time, she says, “compa-
nies like Facebook and Twitter were
not paying much attention.”

What attracted her to the project
was the prevalence of fake news that
spread online following natural disas-
ters such as Superstorm Sandy in
2012. When she saw that people
were sharing a lot of incorrect or mis-
leading information about the
events, Mitra decided to track both
big stories and smaller rumors with
the goal of creating an app that
could help ordinary people sort fact
from fiction so they can make deci-
sions that could be crucial to their
wellbeing.

Mitra and her fellow researchers
scanned 66 million tweets linked to
nearly 1,400 real-world events to
identify words and phrases linked to
perceived levels of credibility. Looking
at tweets surrounding news events in
2014 and 2015 - including the Ebola
crisis, the Charlie Hebdo attack in
Paris and the death of Eric Garner in a

confrontation of police officers in
New York City - they asked people to
judge tweets based on how credible
they thought the posts were.

Words such as “eager,” ‘’terrific” and
“undeniable” were linked to more
credible posts, while words such as
“ha,” ‘’grins” and “suspects” were the
opposite. A computer matched the
humans’ opinions 68 percent of the
time. The next step, an app, could
help people rate the credibility of
tweets and other social media posts.

Tracking hoaxes
A group of researchers at Indiana

University have created an online
tool called Hoaxy that seeks to visual-

ize “the spread of claims and related
fact checking online.” Although it’s
still a work in progress, Hoaxy can
trace the origin of, for instance, the
false claim that millions of votes in
the 2016 presidential election were
cast by “illegal aliens.” Type in your
search terms and Hoaxy will report
back with stories that spread the
claims, as well as fact-checking arti-
cles that debunked it.

In this instance, the claim goes
back to a November article from
Infowars.com that was shared 17,961
times on Twitter and 52,200 times on
Facebook, according to Hoaxy. The
site only tracks actual links people
shared, so it misses anything that’s

paraphrased or posted without a link.
A data visualization tool shows

the intertwined web of Twitter users
who spread both the claims and the
fact checks, and how they are con-
nected to one another. The
researchers focused on Twitter
because the service makes more data
available to the public, which makes
it easier to use in data-tracking tools
than Facebook.

Lead a horse to water
Tools like Hoaxy or rumor-identifi-

cation apps are only helpful if people
use them. The same goes for another
approach - using a web browser plug-
in to identify or block fake-news sto-

ries. For instance, the Chrome exten-
sion “Fake News Alert,” created last
year, says it will tell you when you are
visiting a site “known for spreading
fake news.” But there are a few draw-
backs. Many people aren’t willing to
go to the trouble of adding new
extensions to their browser. And such
extensions only work on the desktop
version of Chrome, not its mobile
counterpart.

“Fake News Alert” also uses a wide-
ly circulated but oft-criticized list of
fake and misleading news sites
assembled by a Merrimack College
professor. The list casts a very broad
net and includes some established,
but highly partisan sites such as the

right-wing Breitbart News and the
left-wing Occupy Democrats. A final
obstacle: While fake news has been in
the real news a lot, many people sim-
ply aren’t that aware of it.

“A lot of consumers are not savvy
about it,” says Larry Chiagouris, a mar-
keting professor at Pace University
who follows the fake news phenome-
non. “And of those that are - and it’s a
small number- not a lot of them add
plug-ins to browsers.”

Educate the people
Chiagouris believes we are at the

“beginning of the beginning” when it
comes to defining just what fake news
is and how to combat it. But he and

other experts say technological solu-
tions like apps and plug-ins are unlike-
ly to get to the root of the problem.
The real solution, he says, will start in
school: “not college, grammar school.”

The better educated and informed
the public is, the more likely they are
going to be “asking questions and
exploring alternative sources of infor-
mation,” says Mike Posner, co-founder
and co-director of the NYU Stern
Center for Business and Human
Rights. “What you really want is peo-
ple saying they want to see different
sides of an issue, looking at things by
people who don’t agree with me, so
one (part of the solution) is public
education.” —AP

Fighting fake news isn’t just

up to Facebook and Google

Tracking how unsubstantiated claims spread online

PALO ALTO: In this Monday, June 4, 2012, file photo, a girl looks at Facebook on her computer. —AP

DUBLIN: A campaign by Austrian privacy
lawyer Max Schrems against Facebook’s trans-
fer of personal data from Europe to the US is
being heard in an Irish court from yesterday,
the latest twist in a long legal battle. The land-
mark case in Ireland, where the US tech giant
has its European headquarters, will have seri-
ous repercussions for personal privacy policies
and trans-Atlantic business.

The US government will be allowed to make
representations to the court, underlining the
importance of the case. Ireland’s Data
Protection Commissioner (DPC) is asking the
country’s High Court to refer the mechanisms
used to transfer data between the EU and the
US to the European Court of Justice, saying that
such issues cannot be decided at national level.

The legal action follows a complaint to the
DPC by Schrems about Facebook’s use of so-
called standard contractual clauses (SCCs) to
transfer personal data from Europe to the US.
In a provisional finding, the watchdog last year

said Schrems’s argument against the tech giant
was “well founded”. SCCs are now widely used
by data exporters and are intended to allow for
the legal transfer of data from EU citizens as
long as “adequate protection” is in place.

No redress? 
Mason Hayes & Curran, the Dublin-based

legal team acting for Facebook, earlier warned
in a briefing note of the negative impact a
defeat would have on its client and other
multinationals. “The widespread interest in this
case arises, in part, from the potential econom-
ic and commercial consequences that could
flow from a ruling that the SCC decisions are
invalid,” it said. The lawyers quoted estimates
saying that if services and cross-border data
flows were to be disrupted, the European
Union’s gross domestic product (GDP) could be
hit by as much as 1.3 percentage points.

Facebook argues there is nothing wrong
with the current system and that there is no

need for a referral. It was forced to switch to
SCCs last year after the European Court of
Justice ruled in 2015 that the Safe Harbour
framework, which had governed the EU-US
flow of personal data, contravened EU law
because the privacy of European citizens could
not be guaranteed in the US.

The SCCs are considered as something of a
stopgap measure designed to allow the trans-
fer of data, pending agreement on a more
comprehensive regime. Schrems, whose com-
plaints eventually led to the demise of Safe
Harbour, is a party to the proceedings along-
side Facebook. He argues that the Irish watch-
dog already has the power to stop data trans-
fers from Facebook and should use it. He also
says that the SCCs offer no redress for
European citizens in the US in the event of their
data being accessed by a third party, such as
US intelligence services, or compromised in
some other way. The hearings in Dublin are
due to last three weeks. —AFP

Landmark EU-US data privacy 

court case opens in Dublin

Wael El Kabbany

LONDON: A technician adjusts Rob’s Open Source Android (ROSAL) which
was built in France from 2010-2016, during a press preview for the Robots
exhibition held at the Science Museum in London yesterday. The exhibition
which shows 500 years of mechanical and robotic advances is open to the
public from Feb 8 through to Sept 3. —AP


